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Mathematical prerequisites for
non-STEM programs
Dunja Rohenroth*, Irene Neumann and Aiso Heinze

Department of Mathematics Education, IPN–Leibniz Institute for Science and Mathematics Education,
Kiel, Germany

Mathematics is applied in a broad range of academic disciplines and thus takes

on a paramount role for college access. However, students often take for

granted the necessity of mathematics for STEM subjects but are unaware of or

insufficiently informed about the role of mathematics for subjects outside of

STEM. In fact, there is no in-depth empirical investigation on which mathematical

prerequisites are expected by university instructors from incoming non-STEM

undergraduates. The present paper addresses this research gap. We conducted

a three-round Delphi study with N = 19/547/337 university instructors in

Germany teaching undergraduates in non-STEM programs. Our results show

that many more subjects require mathematical knowledge than is commonly

assumed. We present a comprehensive catalogue of mathematical prerequisites

that students are expected to have at the beginning of their studies. The

prerequisites include (1) mathematical content, (2) mathematical processes, (3)

views about the nature of mathematics, and (4) personal characteristics. The

expected mathematical prerequisites primarily address a basic understanding and

do not require formalistic or abstract mathematical knowledge and skills. The

Delphi study also revealed five subject groups in which similar mathematical

prerequisites are expected. Although the study’s focus is on German instructors,

it provides valuable insights for an international audience as well. For example,

future research can use our results to adapt instruments to explore predictors

of college success. In addition, our results inform stakeholders involved in

the transition from high school to college and in college education, such as

teachers preparing their students for future study, college instructors making

their expectations transparent to incoming students, and policymakers involved

in curriculum design.

KEYWORDS

transition school-university, college readiness, school mathematics, university
mathematics, Delphi study

1. Introduction

The aspects that are included in mathematical education are shaped by social
expectations and general social change. For example, the so-called “New Math” curricula,
first in the United States and then in Western Europe, emphasized in-depth and abstract
mathematical aspects in response to the Sputnik shock; in the 1970s, there was a turn
toward much more basic mathematics; and in the 1980s, mathematics education focused
on problem solving (e.g., Schoenfeld, 2004; Steen, 2006). With regard to the important
role of mathematics in the transition from high school to college, the debate about what
aspects should be included in mathematics instruction is ongoing. In college, mathematics
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takes on a gatekeeper role: Enrolment in middle and high school
mathematics classes affects college attendance (Atanda, 1999;
Byun et al., 2015; Douglas and Attewell, 2017) and mathematics
performance restricts access to sought-after majors (Douglas and
Attewell, 2017). The gatekeeper role is accentuated given that
nearly 70% of BA/BS graduates acquire credits in statistics and
applied mathematics (Douglas and Salzman, 2020) and about
60 % (resp. 33%) of college freshmen taking remedial mathematics
courses at 2 year (resp. 4 year) institutions and only 50 %
(resp. 58%) passing them (Chen, 2016). As a consequence,
American College Testing [ACT] (2008) called for “Non-negotiable
Knowledge and Skills for Eighth-Grade Students to Be on Target for
College and Career Readiness”–including mathematics including
basic operations, statistics, concepts and properties of numbers,
equations and inequalities, graphical representations, plane figures,
and measurement (p. 32f).

Indeed, mathematics is employed by a variety of academic
disciplines inside and outside of mathematics departments (Steen,
2001; Mulhern and Wylie, 2006; Alcock et al., 2008; Grcar, 2011;
Laging and Voßkamp, 2017), so its paramount role in college
access does not come as a surprise. However, some scholars
question whether the same mathematics education is fitting for all
majors (Steen, 2006; Bryk and Treisman, 2010; National Center
on Education and the Economy, 2013; Logue, 2016) and suggest
curricula which highlight the use of mathematics by a multiplicity
of disciplines (The Mathematical Association of America [MAA],
2004; Saxe and Braddy, 2015; Parker et al., 2018; Transforming
Postsecondary Education - Math, 2018). Put bluntly: “The math
pathway for students pursuing majors in the math-oriented
disciplines is well established [i.e., from algebra to calculus],” but
“many students in the social sciences, arts, and humanities, and
those seeking careers in business, applied technologies, health
sciences, and other fields, could be served just as well by another
pathway” (Bryk and Treisman, 2010, no page). As a consequence,
Grcar (2011) calls also for the involvement of university instructors
who teach outside of mathematics departments in informing
mathematics education: “their view of the mathematics skills
needed by university students would appear to be relevant to K-12
education” (p. 712).

The role of mathematics at the transition from high school
to university in Germany is the same and yet different. The high
school graduation certificate “Abitur” officially attests all graduates
a general readiness to study and allows them to take basically every
major at a German university. To earn the Abitur, students usually
have to pass 12 or 13 years of schooling, with the last 2 years
characterized by a relatively great freedom in choosing classes.
However, mathematics (in addition to German as native language)
is compulsory from first grade throughout high school. High school
graduates have thus been taught at least the fundamentals of
calculus, linear algebra and statistics. Unlike in the U.S., there are
no general entrance tests for college admission nor placement tests
and remedial courses. Nevertheless, students often struggle with
mathematics in tertiary education. Students in science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) programs, unsurprisingly,
are confronted with mathematics-related challenges (Heublein
et al., 2010; Dieter, 2012), yet students enrolled in disciplines
outside of STEM also feel unprepared with respect to mathematics
(Heublein et al., 2010; Scheller et al., 2013). Heublein et al. (2010)
surveyed both students graduating from university studies as well

as drop-outs. They found that up to one third of college drop-
outs outside STEM assess their mathematical prior knowledge as
insufficient. These numbers illustrate that mathematics takes a
crucial role in college dropout and success in Germany as well,
and - given that dropout typically occurs early - that mathematics
is of particular importance at the transition from high school
to university. Moreover, these numbers moreover highlight the
importance of mathematics not only for taking up a study in the
STEM disciplines, but especially also outside of the STEM field.

The importance of mathematics, however, is often hard to
grasp. Although mathematics has already gained and continues
to gain increasing significance in several disciplines, it is mostly
invisible to non-experts - a phenomenon labeled as “relevance
paradox” (Niss, 1994). Through the lens of the relevance paradox,
the above numbers of students feeling unprepared for their studies
might also indicate that a substantive number of students, while
still in high-school, is unaware of the role of mathematics for their
sought-after majors, and therefore, might possibly put too little
effort in mathematics. Indeed, a discrepancy between expectations
of high school graduates and what they encounter in their first years
at college is observed in the U.S. as well (Venezia et al., 2004).

In sum, mathematics holds an important role in the transition
from high school to mathematics, both in countries employing
college entrance testing (such as the U.S.) and in countries which
do not (such as Germany). It is therefore indispensable for high
school students to become aware of this preeminent role of
mathematics, and hence, that school mathematics education also
reflects this. Given that mathematics is crucial for disciplines inside
and outside STEM, school mathematics education must not only
address mathematics’ relevance for studying a major inside STEM
subjects, but outside STEM as well. In order to adequately convey
the mathematics-related prerequisites needed for a sought-after
major, it is therefore necessary to know what university instructors
expect from their undergraduates, both inside and outside STEM.
So far, however, mathematics at the transition from high school to
university is mainly informed from the perspective of STEM majors
(Schoenfeld, 2004; Steen, 2006; Xia and Watanabe, 2017; Deeken
et al., 2020). The present study therefore aims at elucidating: Which
mathematical prerequisites do university instructors outside STEM
expect their new undergraduates to bring from school?

2. Methodology

To approach the above research question, we conducted a
three round Delphi study. In Delphi studies, expert interviews are
conducted iteratively and participants receive feedback after each
survey round (Linstone and Turoff, 1975). A major advantage of
the Delphi technique is that it reduces bias due to social pressure
within the expert group (Rowe et al., 1991).

2.1. Instrument

In order to increase the willingness to participate and to reduce
sample mortality, we utilized a list of given mathematical aspects
to be rated by university instructors regarding their relevance as
prerequisites expected from freshmen. To this end, the present
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study built on and extended previous work of Deeken et al. (2020),
who had already identified university instructors’ expectations on
mathematical prerequisites inside STEM. Deeken et al. (2020)
identified 179 mathematical prerequisites addressing mathematical
content (e.g., basic algebraic rules; domain and range of functions;
relation between function and derived curve; vectors represented
as arrows), mathematical processes (e.g., handling of standard
mathematical notations and representations; plausibility checks;
mathematical modeling), views about the nature of mathematics
(understanding characteristics of mathematics as a scientific
discipline, e.g., that proving is central to mathematical endeavor),
and personal characteristics (e.g., frustration tolerance; diligence,
and willingness to engage in mathematics). This catalog of
prerequisites from Deeken et al. (2020) was taken as a starting
point as we assumed that expectations outside STEM generally
do not to extend beyond those inside STEM. Yet, we also
assumed prerequisites regarding stochastics and statistics to be
more differentiated outside than inside STEM, so we refined
the aspects on stochastics based on current national educational
standards in Germany (KMK, 2012) (Supplementary Table 1). As
a result, the instrument employed in the present study included
188 prerequisites (Supplementary Table 2). Additionally, the
instrument included open text boxes for participants to raise any
concerns about the given aspects, to vote for additional aspects or
to suggest refinements, to rule out influences due to the given list of
aspects.

2.2. Sample

In order to explore the expected mathematical prerequisites
for new undergraduates in the majors outside STEM, we invited
university instructors who lecture classes involving mathematical
content early on in the respective degrees. We assumed the
sample would be responsible for the implemented curricula and
its requirements, possess the necessary mathematical knowledge
and skills, and be knowledgeable of mathematics related challenges
students might face at university. To recruit this sample, we
followed a two-step procedure.

First, we identified subjects outside STEM that require
knowledge of school mathematics and for which new
undergraduates therefore would be expected to bring mathematical
prerequisites. As a starting point, based on information from
the Federal Statistical Office (Destatis, 2018) and the German
University Rectors’ Conference (Hochschulkompass, 2021), we
compiled a list of all possible subjects to be studied in dual,
training-integrated, vocational/practice-integrated, full-time,
and part-time Bachelor degree courses at any public higher
education institution in Germany.1 From this list, we excluded
those subjects (e.g., biology, mathematics, and engineering), that
had already been included in the previous study by Deeken et al.
(2020). For the remaining subjects, we then researched course and
class descriptions, and information available online and assessed

1 Note that there are different types of universities in Germany:
“Universities” are more focused on theory, while “Universities of Applied
Sciences” focus on the practical application of knowledge. In addition, there
are special “Universities of Applied Sciences” (e.g., colleges of administration
for police training).

whether the subjects include mathematical content beyond the very
basics (that is, mathematics taught below grade 6) or not. Based on
this assessment, we excluded degree courses, (a) which required no
more than a basic mathematical literacy (e.g., German language
and literature studies), or (b) which were interdisciplinary courses
(in this case, we referred to the respective disciplinary courses; for
example, economic law was referred to economics). The resulting
list comprised 69 subjects to be included in the present Delphi
study, comprising, for example, library science, pedagogy, home
economics, medicine, and economics (Supplementary Table 3 for
the full list of included subjects). These 69 subjects represented a
total of 851 degree courses.

As a second step, we researched contact information of
university instructors representing these subjects to be invited as
experts in our Delphi study. To this end, we assigned degree courses
offered by public higher education institutions to the 69 subjects
identified. Some subjects (e.g., economics) were represented by
a much higher number of degree courses offered in German
institution than others (e.g., landscape architecture). We therefore
selected at least 20 % of the identified degree courses, but did not
include more than 25 degree courses (starting with institutions
with the highest numbers of students and descending). We
then identified classes addressing mathematical content in these
degree courses. For courses including pure mathematics classes
(e.g., mathematics for economists or statistics for psychologists),
we selected these, for courses without designated mathematics
classes, we selected the first two classes in the degree program,
which according to the class descriptions include mathematical
contents and must be taken up to the 6th semester (e.g., research
methodologies in the social sciences or construction technology).
If there were three or more in the first two semesters, these were
used. We finally researched online the contact details of university
instructors teaching the selected classes between 2015 and 2019
(i.e., the last 5 years when we started the sample selection in fall
2019). As a result, our expert sample included 1953 university
instructors at 164 different institutions all over Germany (from a
total of 356 German universities, excluding Theological Colleges
and Universities of Fine Arts and Design; Statista, 2022).

2.3. Delphi study

2.3.1. Delphi round 1
As described above, a list of 188 mathematical aspects was

used as a starting point for the current Delphi study, which had
been identified in a previous study on prerequisites for taking up a
STEM degree course and refined for stochastics. Literature showed,
however, that outside STEM, mathematical prerequisites might be
not as comprehensive as inside STEM, for example, less focused on
calculus or abstract mathematical ideas (e.g., Steen, 2006; Bryk and
Treisman, 2010; National Center on Education and the Economy,
2013). The first Delphi round therefore served to explore (a) if
the instrument is appropriate for investigating the expectations of
university instructors outside STEM as well, and (b) how diverse
university instructors’ expectations are and if there possibly might
be a consensus across so many different disciplines.

As we did not want to overburden the full sample by a too large
instrument (and risk reduced willingness to participate at all), we
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decided to explore the above questions in only a small subsample.
To this end, we selected 51 instructors (out of the 1953 identified)
with a particular responsibility and experience in higher education
teaching to be invited in the first round. Selected instructors thus
held the position of the responsible contact for the mathematics-
containing module(s) of the study program, or had many years of
teaching experience in this area. The instructors covered a broad
variety of subjects, federal states, and types of higher education
institution, as well as degree courses with presumably differing
mathematical content (e.g., mathematics for economists, statistics,
statics, and stability theory, etc.). In addition, degree courses
with the highest enrolment rates were represented by a larger
number of instructors.

N1 = 19 university instructors participated, and rated on
a three-level scale (not necessary; rather necessary; absolutely
necessary) the extent to which the given mathematical aspects are
necessary to successfully begin a degree course they are teaching.
As we were not interested in the participants’ responses as an
expression of their personal traits but rather in their expert view
on the different subjects, we assigned the degree courses they were
teaching to one of the subjects included in our list of 69 subjects.
We then explored the data with respect to similar response patterns
across different subjects. In case of ambiguity, we also drew on
course and class descriptions.

We found that basically all prerequisites of the categories
mathematical processes, views about the nature of mathematics
and personal characteristics were rated as necessary across all
subjects. Differences, and thus subject-specific patterns, however,
were found with respect to mathematical content aspects. We
identified three subject groups, each group demanding similar
mathematical content aspects. One group included subjects, such
as architecture or facility management, and was characterized
by prerequisites spanning across all mathematical content areas
similar to the prerequisites found necessary for the STEM subjects
(we denoted this group as engineering-oriented subjects). Another
group included economics, psychology and social sciences, and
required less, but still substantive aspects of mathematical basics,
stochastics, calculus, and linear algebra. The third group included
subjects in the humanities, social sciences, and health sciences (e.g.,
pharmacy, social work, communication science/public relations)
and was characterized by prerequisites on mathematical basics
and stochastics.

2.3.2. Delphi round 2
The second round aimed at validating and refining the results

in a larger sample of university instructors, so the whole sample
of 1,953 instructors was invited. Based on the results of Delphi
round 1, we compiled three different questionnaires corresponding
to the three identified subject groups. Each participant was asked
to indicate a subject he or she is teaching in and was assigned one
of the three questionnaires, respectively. That is, each participant
was assigned only those aspects which had been found to be
rather necessary or absolutely necessary in the previous round.
To avoid skewed and biased data, however, participants were able
to optionally review the aspects rated as not necessary in round
1. The questionnaires additionally included open text boxes to be
used for comments, adaptions, refinements, etc., (here, participants
could also state aspects as important, which previously had been
rated not necessary).

Again, participants were asked to rate in how far the given
mathematical aspects are necessary to successfully begin a
degree course they are teaching. In order to in fact assess
university instructors’ expectations, we emphasized to not
describe mathematical competencies currently observed among
their students, but rather their expectations of the necessary
minimum learning prerequisites that undergraduates should bring
when transitioning from high school to university. Following
the procedure of Deeken et al. (2020) for STEM subjects,
participating instructors rated the aspects on mathematical
content, mathematical processes, and views about the nature
of mathematics using a three-point scale (not necessary; Level
1; Level 2) and on personal characteristics using a four-point
Likert scale (unimportant; rather unimportant; rather important;
important). Regarding mathematical content, Level 1 addressed
basic knowledge of mathematical content aspects, algorithms or
routines, and Level 2 addressed flexible and integrated knowledge
(Deeken et al., 2020). Mathematical processes on Level 1 referred
to routines, which can be reproduced in familiar situations and
applied to unfamiliar situations involving simple middle school
mathematics content, and on Level 2 to routines, which can
additionally be performed in unfamiliar situations involving high
school mathematics content. Regarding views about the nature
of mathematics Level 1 referred to an abstract meta-knowledge
(i.e., the learners have been told this information), and Level 2
to own experiences (i.e., by observing, reflecting or performing a
mathematical activity). A detailed Level description is provided in
the Supplementary Table 4.

From all responding university instructors, we included those
who provided valid responses on at least 25% of the given
mathematical learning prerequisites to rate. As a result, 547 cases
were analyzed (Table 1). About 84% of the university instructors
reported having proficient teaching experience (i.e., that they had
taught a course with mathematics content at least five times). See
Supplementary Table 5 for a detailed sample description.

2.3.2.1. Data analysis and results of Delphi round 2

For data analysis, again, we were interested in investigating
which subjects require similar mathematical prerequisites. We
therefore assigned each participating university instructor to one of
the 69 subjects identified, based on the classes (resp. degree courses)
they had indicated to teach. For each subject, we then determined, if
there is a consensus on a particular mathematical prerequisite. The
consensus criteria went beyond a simple majority criterion:

- A prerequisite was considered necessary if 2/3 of all
respondents in a subject considered the prerequisite necessary.

- A prerequisite was considered not necessary if
3/4 of all respondents in a subject considered the
prerequisite not necessary.

- If less than 2/3 but more than 1/4 of the respondents in a
subject considered a prerequisite necessary, we recorded no
consensus on this prerequisite.

We decided for a 2/3 threshold, as this is a widely used criterion
for the assessment of majorities (e.g., in the political context
of constitutional amendments). The criterion for aspects to be
considered not necessary should be even more restrictive. Labeling
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TABLE 1 Sample description of Delphi rounds 2 and 3.

Round 2 Round 3

Type of university

University 386 (70.6%) 246 (73.0%)

University of applied sciences 152 (27.8%) 85 (25.2%)

Other type of university 9 (1.6%) 6 (1.8%)

Total 547 337

a learning prerequisite as not necessary for a particular study
program would have greater consequences; it is less problematic if
students bring along a mathematical learning prerequisite but do
not need it than vice versa.

If new mathematical aspects were named by the respondents
in the open text boxes, only those mentioned by at least three
university teachers were included. We chose this criterion to
adequately consider new aspects but not to draw heavily on
individual opinions. Although some comments were made, no
mentioned aspect met this criterion.

Additionally, sixty-six participants (12,1 %) rated the optionally
given whole set of learning prerequisites [Group 1: 1 (2,4 %); Group
2: 24 (11,9 %); Group 3: 22 (23,5 %); Group 4: 16 (12,6 %); and
Group 5: 3 (4,8 %)]. Results showed, that only a few learning
prerequisites, which had been flagged as not necessary after round
1, were regarded as necessary by few instructors of specific subjects.
We therefore listed them as potentially necessary for the respective
subject, but not for the whole subject group in the final results.

After assigning each prerequisite in each subject one of
the three tags “necessary,” “not necessary” or “no consensus”
(based on the above criteria), we conducted a cluster analysis
(linkage between the groups, squared Euclidean distance; see
Supplementary Table 6 for details). As a result, we had to refine
the preliminary three subject groups from the first Delphi round
into five groups (Table 2). Again, group 1 contained engineering-
oriented subjects and the expected learning prerequisites mainly
focused on mathematical basics and covered a broad range of
mathematical processes. This group had the lowest requirements
regarding stochastics/statistics but the highest regarding geometry.
Group 2 included economics and psychology. Expected learning
prerequisites were most extensive compared to the other groups
and were closest to the expectations for the STEM studies (such
as physics or mechanical engineering). Expectations regarding
stochastics/statistics were even higher than for the STEM studies.
Group 3 contained subjects close to the natural sciences
(such as medicine, or nutritional science). Here, requirements
focused on mathematical basics and stochastics/statistics. Group
4 spanned across documentation, educational, health, media,
social and sports science, and required similar prerequisites as
the group 2 subjects, though less extensive. Group 5 included
social work, communication and administrative science and
was characterized by the overall lowest level of mathematical
requirements compared to the other groups. Some mathematical
basics were expected as well as a substantive number of aspects on
stochastics/statistics. Interestingly, all groups but group 5 required
an understanding of adequate views on the nature of mathematics.
Additionally, personal characteristics related to the learning of
mathematics (such as frustration tolerance or openness toward

mathematics in higher education) were expected by all subject
groups.

Overall, that is based on all 547 participating instructors for
all subjects, the consensus on which learning prerequisites are
necessary for undergraduates to bring from high school, was quite
low (18%). However, within each of the five groups, the consensus
rate was substantially higher (Group 1: 46 %; Group 2: 71 %; Group
3: 59 %; Group 4: 56 %; and Group 5: 54 %). We considered this
result as another indicator of a meaningful grouping of subjects.

2.3.3. Delphi round 3
Delphi round 3 aimed to validate and consolidate the findings

of round 2. To this end, we fed back the results of round 2 to the
experts again. This time, we employed five questionnaires, one for
each of the five subject groups identified in round 2, the structure
of the questionnaires, however, was the same across groups. For
learning prerequisites that already met the criteria for consensus
in round 2 we asked for a final confirmation (6-point Likert scale:
1 = “total disagreement” to 6 = “total agreement”). Note that
this meant to confirm both, that some learning prerequisites are
necessary (at the respective level) and others are not (Figure 1).

For learning prerequisites without consensus in round 2 we
provided the participants with the summarized results from round
2 and asked for a new rating (Figure 2). As in round 2 we
used a three-point scale for mathematical contents, mathematical
processes, and views about the nature of mathematics (not
necessary, necessary at Level 1 or Level 2) and a four-point scale for
personal characteristics (unimportant; rather unimportant; rather
important; important). Like in round 2, the round 3 questionnaires
gave the opportunity to all five groups to review all learning
prerequisites which were initially identified for the instrument in
round 1, so that each university instructor could also consider the
prerequisites outside their own group. Again, they were provided
with open text boxes to indicate their concerns, make refinements
or add further aspects they regarded necessary.

Note that we invited a slightly reduced sample of 1,766
university instructors to participate in this round as some experts
invited to the second round were not reached or had indicated that
they did not wish to participate in the study. Based on the subjects
they were teaching the university instructors were assigned one
of the five groups and thus one of the five questionnaires. Some
university instructors viewed their expertise in another subject
than the previously assigned one, so they were moved to the
subject of their expertise. For the analysis, we only included those
participants who provided valid responses on at least 25 learning
prerequisites. As a result, 337 data sets were analyzed (Table 1).
Table 3 displays a juxtaposition of participants for each of the five
groups in Delphi round 2 and 3. The samples in round 2 and 3
were similarly composed by the five groups. Within each group,
the subjects were represented in a similar manner across the two
Delphi rounds, as well. Moreover, concerning university type and
teaching experience, the round 3 sample was comparable to the
round 2 sample (Table 1). See Supplementary Table 7 for a detailed
sample composition by study area.

2.3.3.1. Data analysis and results of Delphi round 3
Data analysis aimed at investigating (a) in how far there

was consensus on learning prerequisites which had not met
the criteria in round 2, and (b) in how far the consensus
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TABLE 2 Subject groups identified in Delphi round 2.

Subject group Subject areaa

1 Architecture; land management, landscape design; spatial planning; industrial engineering with focus on economy

2 Psychology; economics

3 Home economics and nutritional science; human medicine; pharmacy; restoration scienceb ; veterinary medicine; dentistry

4 Library science, documentation; education; health sciences (general); media studies; political science; social sciences; sport, sports science

5 Communication science/journalism; social work; administrative sciences

aFor clarity reasons we pooled the single subjects into subject areas.
bThe study field restoration science addresses the documentation, conservation, and restoration of, for example, historical paintings, graphics, furniture, books, stone objects, or
architectural surfaces.

FIGURE 1

Example item for group 2 with consensus.

on already agreed on learning prerequisites was stable
across Delphi rounds. In order to investigate consensus
on previously unclear learning prerequisites so far unclear
(a), we applied the round 2 criteria to the subject groups:

- A prerequisite was considered necessary if 2/3 of
all respondents in a subject group considered the
prerequisite necessary.

- A prerequisite was considered not necessary if 3/4
of all respondents in a subject group considered the
prerequisite not necessary.

- If less than 2/3 but more than 1/4 of the respondents in a
subject group considered a prerequisite necessary, we recorded
no consensus on this prerequisite.

Following this procedure, we found a substantial amount of
learning prerequisites which had not met the criteria in round 2
to now meet the criteria for consensus (Group 1: 44; Group 2: 18;
Group 3: 36; Group 4: 26; and Group 5: 59). For most of these
prerequisites, the trend found in round 2 was consolidated in round
3 (i.e., a learning prerequisite, which was regarded necessary by the
majority of instructors, but did not meet the 2/3 criterion in round
2, now met the 2/3 criterion). In only three cases, the trend changed:
The math prerequisite did not appear to be necessary after round 2.
Thus, the majority of participants in the subject group in question
indicated that this mathematical learning prerequisite was not
necessary. However, they now met the 2/3 criterion for necessary
mathematical learning prerequisites (Group 1: 2; Group 5: 1).
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FIGURE 2

Example item for group 2 without consensus.

In order to investigate the stability of consensus from
round 2, (b) we analyzed the mean agreement on the given 6-
point Likert scale (with agreement defined as a rating of 4–6).
Within all five groups, the agreement rates were quite high–
92.5% (Group 1), 93.2% (Group 2), 94.1% (Group 3), 88.6%
(Group 4) and 92.4% (Group 5)–indicating a good stability of the
round 2 results.

Finally, we analyzed the university instructors’ comments,
refinements and additions given in the open text boxes. Again,
we only included comments, refinements or additions made by at
least three participants per subject group to not skew the data. We
did not find learning prerequisites deemed necessary by instructors
of multiple fields within the groups. However, single prerequisites
(Group 2: 1 prerequisite; Group 3: 5 prerequisites) were marked
necessary by instructors of one specific subject (e.g., medicine). As a
consequence, we did not index them necessary for the whole group,
but indexed them as necessary for the respective single subject.

3. Results

The overall aim of the present Delphi study was to clarify
the question: Which mathematical prerequisites do university
instructors outside STEM expect their new undergraduates to bring
from school? Over the three Delphi rounds, we found university
instructors’ expectations being very diverse across all the different
subjects outside STEM, but quite coherent within the five subject
groups listed in Table 2. We will therefore present the results in two

TABLE 3 Sample composition by group.

Round 2 Round 3

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Group 1 42 7.7% 30 8.9%

Group 2 201 36.7% 110 32.6%

Group 3 68 12.4% 64 19.0%

Group 4 174 31.8% 117 34.7%

Group 5 62 11.3% 16 4.7%

Total 547 100% 337 100%

steps. First, we give a summary of those learning prerequisites for
which we found consensus among the whole sample of university
instructors. Then, we present the specifics of the five identified
subject groups. Given the magnitude of our results, we provide
agreement rates on each of the 188 learning prerequisites in each
of the five subject groups in the Online Resource 2, and, in this
section, give an overview on trends and highlights.

3.1. Consensus across all subjects

Across all subjects, that is among all participating
university instructors, consensus was found on 48 out of 188
learning prerequisites (26%). 41 prerequisites were found
necessary, 7 were regarded not necessary (for a detailed
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listing see Online Resource 2). Among the necessary learning
prerequisites, 13 addressed mathematical content with 12 of them
focusing mathematical basics and one stochastics/statistics.
14 mathematical processes were agreed upon as necessary
learning prerequisites, most of them addressing basics, but
also control strategies, communication skills, problem solving
and collecting information in mathematics text books, the
internet or other sources. Another 14 personal characteristics
were regarded necessary across all subject groups including
openness toward mathematics as a scientific discipline and the
way of learning mathematics at universities. The 7 learning
prerequisites, which were viewed not necessary across all subject
groups, addressed enhanced, abstract and formal aspects of
mathematics. There was no overall consensus on views about
the nature of mathematics, neither regarding them necessary
nor not necessary.

3.2. Consensus within subject groups

Consensus within subject groups was deemed substantially
higher (Group 1: 70%; Group 2: 81%; Group 3: 78%; Group 4:
70%; Group 5: 86%). Table 4 and Figure 3 show a result overview
of round 3. This finding indicates, that, although there is no wide
consensus across all the different subjects outside STEM, there are
subjects sharing similar expected learning prerequisites.

Subject group 1 (engineering-related subjects such as
architecture and landscape design) stands out, as here,
university instructors expected aspects of Euclidian geometry
as necessary learning prerequisites, whereas in all the other
subject groups university instructors viewed these aspects
either not necessary or did not reach agreement. Contrary,
compared to the other subject groups, only little was expected
regarding stochastics/statistics in group 1. Regarding mathematical
processes, instructors of group 1 expected the second highest
number of learning prerequisites (27 out of 42), including
basic processes as well as more enhanced ones (such as
explaining mathematical concepts based on their definition).
Interestingly, instructors of this subject group expected all
aspects regarding the nature of mathematics as an abstract
meta-knowledge (in contrast to the other groups, in which
only single or even no aspects are expected necessary). Also,
instructors in this group expected the highest number of personal
characteristics as necessary.

The most extensive expectations were expressed by university
instructors on psychology and economics (i.e., group 2).
Six prerequisites (e.g., linear and quadratic equations and
functions) were considered necessary on an advanced level
of understanding (i.e., Level 2). Only five mathematical
processes were not agreed upon and only one was regarded
not necessary (development and formulation of mathematical
proofs to a given statement). Similar to group 1, university
instructors of this group expected a broad view about the
nature of mathematics as necessary as well as a wide range of
personal characteristics. The requirements of group 2 clearly
show that, in addition to comprehensive mathematical content
knowledge, university instructors expect extensive mathematical
competences from undergraduates that go beyond purely
content-related aspects.

In subject group 3 (natural science-related subjects such as
medicine or nutritional science) university instructors considered
primarily aspects of mathematical basics and stochastics/statistics
necessary. Most aspects of Euclidian geometry, linear algebra
and analytical geometry were either regarded not necessary
or did not meet the consensus criteria. In addition, group 3
instructors considered several aspects of calculus as necessary
learning prerequisites, yet rather the less formal and intuitive
aspects (e.g., a graphic understanding of continuity as a “solid
line” and calculating differential and integral of real-valued
functions was regarded necessary, whereas a concept of series
as sequence of partial sums was not). Expected mathematical
processes addressed mainly basic and less abstract and formalistic
processes. Only three aspects of the nature of mathematics
were regarded necessary (e.g., new undergraduates should view
mathematics as the learning of precise and abstract thinking that
goes beyond the straightforward application of standard methods
to standard problems). Instructors of this group also expected a
broad range of personal characteristics, but not those touching the
abstract and formal nature of mathematics (e.g., the willingness
to solve even challenging and abstract mathematical problems was
regarded not necessary). Interestingly, the vast majority of group
3 instructors (82.3%) indicated that they were expecting school
science knowledge.

Similar to group 3, university instructors of subject group
4 (including study subjects like documentation, educational,
health, media, social, and sports science) primarily expected
aspects of mathematical basics and stochastics/statistics. Nearly
all aspects of Euclidian geometry, calculus, linear algebra, and
analytical geometry were either regarded not necessary or did
not meet the consensus criteria. Expected mathematical processes
mainly addressed basic processes (such as the handling of
basic mathematical representations) and rather the application of
mathematics (e.g., solving extra-mathematical problems by means
of mathematics) than more abstract and formalistic processes
(e.g., understanding and evaluating given mathematical proofs
was regarded not necessary). Only two aspects of the nature of
mathematics were regarded necessary (e.g., new undergraduates
should view mathematics as the learning of precise and abstract
thinking that is much more than the straightforward application
of standard methods to standard problems). Instructors of this
group also expected a broad range of personal characteristics, but
not those touching the abstract and formal nature of mathematics
(e.g., the willingness to deduce new relations and formulae or to
solve even challenging and abstract mathematical problems were
regarded not necessary).

The overall least extensive expectations were expressed by
instructors of group 5 (including social work, communication,
and administrative science). A total of 108 out of 188 (57%)
learning prerequisites were agreed on as not necessary. Necessary
aspects of mathematical content addressed mathematical basics
typically taught up to lower secondary as well as aspects of
statistics/stochastics. Similarly, most of the mathematical processes
were regarded not necessary or were not agreed upon, and those
meeting the consensus criteria for necessary aspects addressed
rather basic application processes (e.g., switching between standard
representations, or estimating orders of magnitude). Group 5
stands out, as views on the nature of mathematics were either agreed
on as not necessary (six aspects) or did not meet the consensus
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TABLE 4 Result overview of Delphi round 3.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5

Total N NN NC N NN NC N NN NC N NN NC N NN NC

Mathematical contents 115 43 26 46 76 15 24 52 41 22 39 41 35 24 76 15

Basics 50 37 2 11 38 5 7 29* 13 8 25 13 12 13 26 11

Calculus 30 2 10 18 19 1 10 11 15 4 2 17 11 0 26 4

Vectors and matrices 16 3 6 7 7** 6 3 2 10 4 0 8 8 0 16 0

Stochastics 13 1 6 6 10 1 2 9 1 3 10 1 2 9 4 0

General content 6 0 2 4 2 2 2 1 2 3 2 2 2 2 4 0

Mathematical processes 42 27 7 8 36 1 5 24 6 12 23 6 13 14 21 7

Basic skills 9 9 0 0 9 0 0 9 0 0 9 0 0 7 0 2

Reasoning and proof 9 4 4 1 6 1 2 5 3 1 5 2 2 3 4 2

Mathematical
communication

5 4 0 1 5 0 0 3 0 2 3 0 2 2 2 1

Mathematical definition 4 3 1 0 3 0 1 0 1 3 1 1 2 0 3 1

Problem-solving 8 3 0 5 7 0 1 3 1 4 2 2 4 1 6 1

Mathematical modeling 6 3 2 1 5 0 1 3 1 2 2 1 3 0 6 0

Mathematical
information literacy

1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

Nature of mathematics 9 9 0 0 7 0 2 3 4 2 2 2 5 0 6 3

Personal characteristics 22 19 0 3 17 0 5 16 1 5 16 2 4 15 5 2

Attitudes 11 9 0 2 9 0 2 7 1 3 7 2 2 6 4 1

Cognitive characteristics 7 6 0 1 5 0 2 6 0 1 5 0 2 5 1 1

Social skills 4 4 0 0 3 0 1 3 0 1 4 0 0 4 0 0

Total 188 98 33 57 136 16 36 95 52 41 80 51 57 53 108 27

N, necessary; NN, not necessary; NC, no consensus.
*There are five learning prerequisite which after round 2 met the criterion for not necessary learning prerequisites in the whole group 3. However, in round 3, these were named at least three
times in the open text boxes in medicine (general medicine), dentistry, and pharmacy, making them potentially necessary.
**In addition, in business administration and economics, n × n-matrices were also mentioned as necessary by three participants in round 3 and are thus potentially necessary.

criteria (three aspects). Also, compared to the other groups, the
lowest number of personal characteristics was regarded necessary.

4. Discussion

The present study aimed at investigating expectations
university instructors outside STEM put on their new
undergraduates with respect to mathematical learning prerequisites
to be brought from school education. Based on the above results
we can conclude the following three main findings.

First, there is a variety of subjects beyond STEM requiring
mathematical knowledge and skills from incoming first-
year undergraduates. This finding echoes the importance of
mathematics to a broad (and growing) range of disciplines and
contexts (as pointed out by, e.g., Niss, 1994; Steen, 2001; Grcar,
2011). This finding also impressively illustrates that it would
be shortsighted to tailor mathematics education only for those
students interested in taking up a STEM or STEM-intense major
– both, with respect to secondary mathematics education and
(remedial) undergraduate mathematics courses at colleges and
universities. Likewise, the finding underscores the importance
of (more) transparence on the part of colleges and universities.

Obviously, many students lack information on the role of
mathematics in the studies (e.g., Venezia et al., 2004), thus feel
unprepared when entering college and university (e.g., Heublein
et al., 2010; Scheller et al., 2013) and in fact lack mathematical
knowledge and skills essential for the subject they wish to study
(e.g., Mulhern and Wylie, 2006). Colleges and universities, as well
as secondary teachers preparing future college/university students
should therefore explicitly disclose that and which (school)
mathematics is relevant for a broad range of degree courses at
colleges and universities.

Second, university instructors generally expect different
learning prerequisites for the different subjects, but there are
five subject groups each sharing similar mathematical learning
prerequisites. The expected requirements reflect the mathematical
content aspects and procedures typically employed in the respective
disciplines. For example, group 3 instructors expected incoming
first-year undergraduates to have an understanding of probabilities,
which is often needed in medical diagnostics (e.g., Gigerenzer
et al., 2007), and group 1 instructors expected an understanding
of geometry, which is foundational for architecture design (e.g.,
Verner and Maor, 2005). Likewise, group 2 instructors’ rather
extensive expectations (including calculus) are in line with Alcock
et al. (2008) finding a more comprehensive curriculum of
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FIGURE 3

Graphical result overview of round 3.

secondary mathematics (including calculus) being predictive for
students passing business courses. This group’s expectations also
map mathematical aspects relevant to statistics in psychology (such
as calculation or algebraic reasoning, Mulhern and Wylie, 2006).
Overall, the expectations are less extensive compared to those
expressed by STEM university instructors (see Deeken et al., 2020),
yet one group (group 2: economics and psychology) shares a
substantial number of expected mathematical prerequisites with
those expected for the STEM studies. Other than in the STEM
subjects, understanding stochastics/statistics seems more needed
outside STEM as in four of the five groups instructors conveyed
quite comprehensive understanding of respective concepts.

Third, there is consensus across all investigated subjects on
41 required mathematical learning prerequisites. These consensus
prerequisites address standard lower secondary mathematical
content aspects as well as fundamental mathematical processes
and personal characteristics needed for the successful solving of
mathematics-related exercises. This result shows, that there is
consensus across all subjects, but at the same time, expectations also
vary quite widely. Debates on what to target in school mathematics
education, which are contrasting career paths inside vs. outside
STEM (e.g., Schoenfeld, 2004; Steen, 2006), currently do not
include such variance outside STEM as well. As school mathematics
education cannot (and shall not) serve as a preparation for single,
selected studies, it should thus rather provide students with a broad
foundation of mathematics knowledge and skills and explicitly
inform, that, how and which mathematical aspects are needed in
a wide range of subjects and contexts (see Steen, 2001).

4.1. Limitations

As every empirical study, this study comes with limitations as
well. Although we thoroughly selected subjects to be included in
the study, we had to rely on publicly available information for the
respective programs. If the information did not explicitly address

mathematics or mathematical content aspects, the subject was not
included. Our results may therefore only be interpreted for the
subjects listed in the Online Resource 3. Furthermore, the study
reflects the situation in Germany. Yet the need to view mathematics
education from other than the STEM-related disciplines has been
expressed also in other countries (e.g., Steen, 2001; Grcar, 2011) and
one may assume that introductory courses (which have been the
focus of this study) are rather canonical within many disciplines.

4.2. Implications

Despite the above limitations, the present study raises
implications for both, future research and practice. So far,
this study’s findings only reflect university instructors’ views
on required mathematical learning prerequisites for studying a
major outside STEM. We cannot conclude if secondary education
provides high school graduates with these prerequisites, nor if
having the prerequisites available is a warrant for successfully
finishing the studies. Future research should thus investigate,
which prerequisites are met by first-year undergraduates of the
different subjects at the transition from high school to university.
Additionally, studies are needed to explore, in how far the identified
learning prerequisites are in fact predictive for study success.
Given that recognizing the importance of mathematics is often
restricted to the STEM studies (and thus, many underestimate
its role for other disciplines), it is an open question, if students
pursuing a major outside STEM are aware of the expectations the
university instructors place on them. Also, it is unclear, in how
far the mathematical aspects and processes expected by university
instructors are addressed in school mathematics education beyond
the standard, generally STEM-related, contexts.

With respect to educational practice, the present study helps
to inform (high) school mathematics teachers. They may use the
catalog of mathematical learning prerequisites expected in the
different disciplines to develop teaching material, which addresses
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single mathematical aspects in contexts other than the standard
ones. For example, derivatives could be applied in economics
problems such as identifying short-run marginal costs from unit
cost functions, additional to inner-mathematical problems or
classical applications in physics (acceleration as the derivative of
velocity). Implementing such material may help to illustrate the
broad range of contexts, mathematics plays an important role in,
and may promote the idea that mathematics is needed in other
than the STEM subjects as well. Likewise, university instructors
from the different disciplines could employ the catalog to make
their expectations transparent to future students and to design
respective introductory (or remedial) courses, which are better
aligned with the specific needs of the different study programs. The
catalog can moreover inform those instructors who are involved in
the designing of entrance or placement tests. Finally, the present
study calls for implications in educational policy. To smoothen the
transition from high school to university, educational policy should
initiate programs which bring together instructors from secondary
and tertiary education to better align curricula. The catalog of
identified prerequisites may guide such joint endeavor.

5. Closing remarks

In the beginning of this manuscript, we argued that
there is an ongoing debate on which aspects should be
included in mathematics education in school. The present
study contributes one perspective to this debate, namely the
expectations university instructors put on incoming first-year
undergraduates’ mathematical learning prerequisites in non-
STEM majors. We may not claim that mathematics education
should be exclusively oriented toward this perspective only,
but rather that it should also be taken into account when
designing standards, learning materials or (remedial) courses.
The diversity of subjects drawing on mathematics as well as
the diversity of expected mathematical requirements found here
emphasize the need for a broader, not only STEM-related view on
mathematics education.
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